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Are and our sound may sound alike to some people, but they have 
totally different meanings. 

Are is a verb meaning a state of being. It’s a form of the verb to be 
and can be used with other verbs.

Example 1: They are happy.
Example 2: Jane and Tom are swimming in the pool.

Our is a possessive adjective meaning belonging to us.

Example 1: Our puppy is named Skipper.

Choose are or our to complete each sentence.

1. We have to clean _______________________  rooms this afternoon.

2. The birds _______________________  blue.

3. We _______________________  late for school.

4. _______________________  teacher read a story to us.

5.  Her friends _______________________  playing in the park.

6. It’s _______________________  turn to play on the swings.

7. Where _______________________  you?

8. _______________________  bus goes by the library.

9. May we open _______________________  presents?

10.  They _______________________  eating their lunch with us.

Commonly Confused Words: Are vs. Our
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Name: _________________________
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